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Certain versions of Pi Vision from Osisoft contain the following
vulnerability:

A remote attacker with write access to PI Vision could inject code into a
display. Unauthorized information disclosure, modification, or deletion
is possible if a victim views or interacts with the infected display using
Microsoft Internet Explorer. The impact affects PI System data and
other data accessible with victim's user permissions.

Vulnerability Patch/Work Around

CVSS3 Score: 5.4 - MEDIUM

Attack
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NETWORK LOW LOW REQUIRED

Scope Confidentiality
Impact

Integrity
Impact

Availability
Impact

CHANGED LOW LOW NONE

CVSS2 Score: 3.5 - LOW

CVE-2021-43551 has been assigned by  ics-cert@hq.dhs.gov to track the vulnerability - currently rated as MEDIUM  severity.

Affected Vendor/Software:  OSIsoft - PI Vision version <= 2021

OSIsoft recommends upgrading to PI vision 2021. Information can be found in the OSIsoft PI Vision security bulletin (registration
required). OSIsoft recommends users apply the following workarounds for PI Vision to help reduce risk: Configure Publisher and
Explorer roles in PI Vision User Access Levels to restrict which users can create or modify displays. Remove any Limits properties from
AF child attributes using PI System Explorer or a bulk editing tool. OSIsoft recommends the following defense measures to lower the
impact of exploitation for PI Vision: Use a modern web browser such as Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome, or Mozilla FireFox. Do not use
Microsoft Internet Explorer. If upgrade is not an option, administrators should regularly audit the AF hierarchy to ensure there are no
unexpected or unknown elements, attributes, or attribute properties. It is recommended security on elements in AF be configured and
enforced in addition to configuring PI point security. Potential unauthorized viewing of PI System data due to this issue is limited to
permissions granted to the PI Vision Application Pool Identity.  Configure a dedicated identity mapping for PI Vision servers and manage
permissions in accordance with a data classification policy. See OSIsoft customer portal knowledge article for additional details and
associated security updates (registration required).
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NONE PARTIAL NONE

CVE References

Description Tags Link

OSIsoft PI Vision | CISA us-cert.cisa.gov

text/html

 MISC us-cert.cisa.gov/ics/advisories/icsa-21-313-05

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

There are currently no QIDs associated with this CVE

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Osisoft Pi Vision All All All All

No vendor comments have been submitted for this CVE
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